1. Brookside: JAN WIERINGA; ROY FORBES. Highland from Olympic N to Wilshire, E to Muirfield (all), S to Olympic, W to Highland.
2. Citrus Square: THOMAS F. ROE; CHARLES BERGSON. LaBrea N from 3rd to Beverly, E to Citrus (all), S to 3rd, W to La Brea.
3. Country Club Heights: ALISON HANNON; FRANCES McFALL. Wilton from Olympic N to 7th, E to Manhattan (all), S to Olympic, W to Wilton.
4. Fremont Place: SHAR PENFOLD; PATRICIA LOMBARD. Area E of Muirfield and W of Lucerne, between Wilshire and Olympic.
5. Hancock Park: JAMES WOLF; JENNIFER DevORE. Highland (all), from Wilshire N to Melrose, E to Rossmore (all), S to Wilshire, W to Highland.
6. La Brea/Hancock: RUSSELL SHERMAN; TOM RUBINSON. La Brea from Wilshire N to 3rd, E to Citrus (all), S to Wilshire, W to La Brea.
7. Larchmont Village: ROBERT WISHART. Arden (all), from Beverly N to Melrose, E to Wilton, S to Beverly, W to Arden.
8. Melrose Neighborhood: YIGAL ARENS. La Brea from Beverly N to Willoughby, E to Wilcox, S to Melrose, W to Citrus (all), S to Beverly, W to La Brea.
10. Ridgewood/Wilton-St. Andrews: PATTI CARROLL; SUSAN L. O’CONNELL. Wilton (all) from 3rd N to 2nd, N on Wilton Drive (all) and Ridgewood (all) to Beverly, E to Manhattan (all), S to 3rd, W to Wilton.
11. Sycamore Square: ELIZABETH FULLER. La Brea, from Olympic N to Wilshire, E to Highland, S to Olympic, W to La Brea.
12. Western-Wilton (We-Wil): SAM CUNNINGHAM. Wilton (all) N from 6th to 3rd, E to Manhattan (all), S to 6th, W to Wilton.
13. Wilshire Park: JOHN GRESHAM. Crenshaw, from Olympic N to Wilshire, E to Wilton, S to Olympic, W to Crenshaw.
14. Windsor Square: MARGARET HUDSON; MARGARET SOWMA. Arden (all) from Wilshire N to Beverly, E to Van Ness (all), S to Wilshire, W to Arden.
15. Windsor Village: JOHN D. MCINTYRE; CHARLIE DOUGHERTY. Lucerne (all) from Olympic N to Wilshire, E to Crenshaw, S to Olympic, W to Lucerne.

At Large: JANE USHER; CYNTHIA CHVATAL-KEANE.
Business: MICHAEL ROSENBERG; WILFREDO NAVARRO; JANE GILMAN.
Renter: CLINTON OIE; MARY SHEEHAN RAJSWING.
Education: MARTHA TAYLOR SCHUUR.
Religion: ALEX JONES-MORENO; MICHAEL GENEWICK.
Other Nonprofit: RUDOLPH GINTEL; JOLENE SNETT.

Accepted Forms of Identification for Voting

I. For Stakeholders who live, work, or own property in GWNC. ONE of the following with stakeholder’s name and address in GWNC: valid Driver License; valid CA state ID; or current: L.A. County property tax bill, federal tax return, rental agreement, rent receipt, business license, paystub, or W-2.

II. For Stakeholders who are regular participants in GWNC institutions. ONE of the forms of ID required above (but without an address in GWNC) PLUS ONE of the following with stakeholder’s name and for an institution addressed in GWNC: current official membership roster of a religious, business association, educational or other nonprofit organization submitted to IEA during candidate or voter registration period; official Special Interest Participant Form available at GWNC election forums and online at www.greaterwilshire.org with dated original signature of officer or similar (e.g., principal, priest, rabbi); original dues receipt dated within past year and with address of organization formally printed on receipt; current school enrollment form in name of stakeholder’s child; or most recent report card in name of stakeholder’s child.

III. For Stakeholders asked to verify their age. ONE of the following: valid Driver License; valid state ID; valid passport; or current federal tax return (either stakeholder’s or parent’s, if claimed on parent return).